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This paper analyzes some of the ambiguities that arise among statements with the copular verb “is” in the 
mathematical language of textbooks as compared to day-to-day English language. We identify patterns in the 
construction and meaning of “is” statements using randomly selected examples from corpora representing the two 
linguistic registers. We categorize these examples according to the part of speech of the object word in the 
grammatical form “[subject] is [object].” In each such grammatical category, we compare the relative frequencies 
of the subcategories of logical relations conveyed by that construction. Within some categories we observe that the 
same grammatical structure alternatively conveys different logical relations and that the intended logical relation 
can only sometimes be inferred from the grammatical cues in the statement itself. This means that one can only 
interpret the intended logical relation by already knowing the relation among the semantic categories in question. 
Such ambiguity clearly poses a communicative challenge for teachers and students. We discuss the pedagogical 
significance of these patterns in mathematical language and consider the relationship between these patterns and 
mathematical practices.  
Keywords: mathematical language, corpus analysis, copular verbs 
What does is mean in mathematics? Linguists categorize is as a copular verb, meaning it is used to join an 
adjective or noun to a subject. While copular verbs are known to be confusing in all languages – they can mean both 
predication (an asymmetric relation) and identity (a symmetric relation) (e.g., Geist 2008; Russell 1919) – they can 
be especially problematic in mathematics teaching and learning because of potential logical misinterpretations (e.g., 
Moschkovich 1999; Schleppegrell 2007).  
Following Halliday (1975, 1985), we conceptualize this distinction in is usage as differences between various 
registers of the English language. Halliday (1975) describes a register as “a set of meanings that is appropriate to a 
particular function of language, together with the words and structure which express these meanings” (p. 65). For 
students to learn mathematics, they must learn how to interpret and use the mathematical register to accomplish the 
particular language functions necessary for mathematics (Morgan 1998). In this study, we analyze the semantic and 
grammatical uses of is in random samples from two corpora – one of mathematical textbooks, one of day-to-day 
written text – to understand variation both within and across the registers. The corpora we use are best understood as 
representing genres within the registers of day-to-day English and mathematical English (Halliday 1978), 
specifically, written genres of journalism and government documents (among others) in the former case and 
instructional mathematical text in the latter case. By comparing uses of is in the two corpora, we intend to learn 
about the particular features of mathematical language that students of mathematics are most likely to find 
challenging (due to their deviation from other registers of English). We also gain some insight into the competencies 
that are necessary for interpreting mathematical text appropriately.  
1 Prior literature and conceptual analysis 
1.1 Studies of the mathematical register 
In this section, we will discuss the (still relatively small) set of mathematics education studies on the 
mathematical register to introduce some findings and ideas that will be useful for articulating our methods and 
results. Though the field of mathematics clearly uses a range of specialized terms that students must learn, 
educational studies on the mathematical register almost unanimously emphasize that the students must develop 
many linguistic competencies beyond merely expanded lexis (e.g., Pimm 1987; Morgan 1998; Schleppegrell 2007). 
Many studies draw upon Halliday’s (1985) Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL) to help articulate the range of 
meanings and functions that mathematical language must accomplish. This is because SFL explicitly ties linguistic 
choices to linguistic function. As Schleppegrell (2004) explains, “It is important for students to develop academic 
register options in different disciplines because particular grammatical choices are functional for construing the 
kinds of knowledge typical of a discipline” (p. 137). An example of this pointed out by Veel (1999) is that 
mathematics text conveys more relations than other kinds of text; specifically relations of taxonomy (conditionals) 
and equality (biconditionals).  
Halliday (1985) provides two key ideas that relate to our findings and that help distinguish our study from some 
others on mathematical language. First, Halliday argues that all discourse simultaneously works to accomplish three 
metafunctions:  
• the ideational – what is being talked about,  
• the interpersonal – who is part of the discourse and how they are positioned, and  
• the textual – what kind of text is being constructed and what characteristics it accordingly should have.  
Many of the prior mathematics education studies on language focus on the interpersonal metafunction. Morgan 
(1998) points out that mathematical language often displays an “abstract, impersonal style” (p. 9) in part because 
mathematical processes are often expressed as objects (e.g., addition, multiplication) removing any explicit human 
participants from the text. Pimm (1987) explored how pronouns such as “we” frequently occur in textbooks and the 
classroom to allow the writer/teacher to assert authority by speaking for the reader or for the mathematical 
community. Wagner and Herbel-Eisenmann (2008) analyzed a corpus of secondary mathematics classroom dialogue 
and identified how the word just was frequently used to assert authority and close down dialogue, since it asserted 
that something is simple (it’s just arithmetic) or it marked a directive to be followed (just do this). Herbel-
Eisenmann, Wagner, and Cortes (2010) compared recurrent multi-word units called lexical bundles across their 
mathematics classroom corpus and two non-mathematical corpora. They found that stance bundles by which 
teachers conveyed instructions, judgments, and imperatives were disproportionately common in the secondary 
mathematics classroom. Rowland (1995) studied how students used hedges to position themselves relative to 
uncertain mathematical claims, again accomplishing an interpersonal metafunction.  
Other studies focused more on the ideational metafunction of language, namely how mathematical ideas are 
expressed in text. Monaghan (1999) analyzed all instances of the word diagonal in the corpus of activities in the 
SMILE curriculum from England. He documented repeated alternation between the day-to-day meaning of the term 
(oblique, adjective) and the more specialized mathematical meaning (a segment connecting vertices, noun), which 
he deemed a lack of coherence within the curriculum. Herbel-Eisenmann and Otten (2011) used SFL tools to 
compare the meanings conveyed about geometric area over the course of two secondary classroom lessons. That 
study attended carefully to the relations conveyed, such as whether a base was a part of a triangle or a measure of it. 
Rowland (1999) explored how students use pronouns in mathematics to expand their linguistic repertoire either to 
convey generalizations (reported procedures of what “I did” versus repeatable procedures for what “you do”) or to 
refer to processes for which they did not yet have more precise words (e.g., “five does do it”).  
Halliday (1985) provided the useful notion of grammatical metaphor. Intuitively, nouns express things, verbs 
express actions, adjectives express qualities, etc. A grammatical metaphor occurs when any concept is expressed 
using a part of speech not congruent to its intuitive category. Schleppegrell (2007) explained that nominalizations, in 
which processes or qualities are expressed as things, are particularly common in mathematical language. Thus the 
interpersonal effect Morgan (1998) described in terms of the lack of human agents results from an ideational 
tendency of mathematical language. Borden (2011) reported that this feature of mathematical language conflicts 
with the dynamic way that the Mi’kmaw people of Canada view the world and thus she found that it helped for her 
to verbify various concepts for instruction, even when teaching a “thing” concept such as the edges of a polyhedron. 
Borden’s example shows how grammatical metaphors can be functional in multiple ways for mathematics 
instruction (actions as nouns or things as verbs). Accordingly, Halliday (1985) explained that metaphorical 
constructions are not better or worse than congruent ones, but simply more sophisticated.  
1.2 Why is is ambiguous 
The ambiguity of the linking verb is has been widely discussed as it became relevant in fields such as logic 
(e.g., Russell 1919), philosophy of mind (e.g., Place 1970; Rorty 1965), US presidential scandals (“It depends upon 
what the meaning of the word is is.” Bill Clinton), and mathematics education (Pimm 1987; Herbel-Eisenmann & 
Otten 2011). The verb is appears as a textual feature of mathematical genres (that focuses highly on equality and 
taxonomy, Veel 1999) that accomplishes a range of ideational functions (connecting mathematical objects and 
qualities in various ways). We began our investigation focusing on three mathematical relations commonly 
conveyed using the term is: biconditional (↔), conditional (→), and existence (∃). Consider the following examples:  
i. In “a square is a regular quadrilateral,” is is intended to represent a biconditional (↔) relationship: an 
object is a square if and only if it is a regular quadrilateral; 
ii. In “a square is a rectangle,” is is intended to only represent a conditional (→) relationship: if an object 
is a square then it is a rectangle; 
iii. In “there is a rectangle that’s a square” is is intended to assert existence (∃): there exists a rectangle 
that is also a square. 
The potential confusion between the biconditional (i) and conditional (ii) interpretations is especially challenging 
because, as these examples portray, there is no grammatical difference in the two constructions cuing that the 
intended relations are distinct. In other words, correctly interpreting these mathematical statements requires knowing 
the relationship the sentence intends to convey prior to reading the statement. The practical consequences of such 
grammatical ambiguity are clear. From our experience, high school geometry students often object to the statement 
“a square is a rectangle”; however, they may do so because they do not recognize that the entire set of objects that 
fulfill the definition of a rectangle (a semantic conflict) or because they interpret this statement as a biconditional, 
rendering it false (a grammatical conflict).  
2 Methods 
2.1 A corpus approach 
Corpus linguists study language by analyzing large collections of texts – corpora – intended to be representative 
samples of particular types of language. Previous analyses have identified that mathematical English uses is much 
more often than day-to-day English. In both British and American English is represents around 1.01% of words 
(Davies 2017) while in mathematics research papers the figure is 2.66% (Alcock, Inglis, Lew, Mejía-Ramos, Rago 
& Sangwin 2017). Our goal was to compare the usage of is in day-to-day written English and in mathematical 
English in undergraduate textbooks. To this end we randomly sampled occurrences of is from two corpora. We used 
the Brown and LOB corpora (Kucera & Francis 1967; Johansson, Leech, & Goodluck 1978) to represent day-to-day 
written English and a corpus of mathematics textbooks compiled by Alcock et al. (2017, see also Mejía-Ramos, 
Alcock, Lew, Rago, Sangwin and Inglis, in press).  
Kucera and Francis (1967) compiled the Brown corpus in the 1960s. It contains 500 samples of American 
English text, totaling around 1 million words, from a balance of sources (e.g., newspaper articles, biographies, 
government documents and so on). Johansson et al. (1978) compiled a British English version of the Brown corpus 
using texts taken from a similar range of sources, and in similar proportions. It too contains around 1 million words. 
We combined these two corpora to form a supercorpus of day-to-day English, which we shall refer to as the 
Brown/LOB corpus (or more briefly “B/LOB”). We chose these corpora rather than more recent ones because they 
are publicly available for download and we saw no prima facie argument that recently published text would differ 
drastically in its use of is.  
To study written pedagogical language in mathematics, we used the textbook corpus constructed by Alcock et 
al. (2017). This consists of processed versions of language taken from undergraduate-level textbooks (Alcock et al. 
described the process required to convert LaTeX source files into analyzable plain text). All the textbooks were 
taken from the Open Textbook Library, the College Open Textbooks site, or the American Institute of Mathematics 
Approved Textbook list. Topics included abstract algebra, analysis, linear algebra, complex analysis, and transition 
to proof. In total, 21 complete undergraduate textbooks, comprising 1.5 million words, are included in what we shall 
refer to as the Mathematical corpus (later abbreviated Math). In order to conduct the analysis reported below, we 
randomly selected 250 instances of the word is from each corpus, together with the surrounding text.  
The mathematical corpora replaced all mathematical symbols and expressions with “inlinemath” to facilitate 
search functions and word counts without having to account for the complexity of LaTeX code for mathematical 
notation (Alcock et al. 2017). For the ease of the reader, we have replaced these entries with letters in brackets (e.g., 
“[A]”), since “inlinemath” replaces some unknown equation or expression. Coding statements with such unknowns 
introduced some amount of ambiguity. However, we did not find that this ambiguity kept us from determining 
whether is represented a conditional, biconditional, or existential meaning with a relatively high level of certainty. 
For the convenience of the reader, we include the original statements from the textbooks in the Appendix. In the 
main text, we present the statements with replacements to reflect the form in which they were coded.  
This random sampling method differs from methods previously used in mathematics education for a few 
reasons. Monaghan’s (1999) study of the SMILE curriculum found only 75 instances of diagonal and its variants, 
which allowed him to study all instances of the terms in the corpus. Wagner and Herbel-Eisenmann (2008) more 
ambitiously coded all 931 instances of just in their corpus using the immediately surrounding text. We similarly 
wanted to code each is statement from our corpora using the surrounding text, but the number of such instances 
required using a representative sample for human coding. In contrast, Herbel-Eisenmann et al. (2010) explored the 
frequency of lexical bundles by measuring their average occurrence per million words. Herbel-Eisenmann and 
Wagner (2010) went on to analyse the usage of these bundles in context, finding that three of the identified bundles 
did not vary significantly in usage while the fourth varied more widely. The fourth bundle showed more consistency 
within each speaker’s utterances, but no clear explanation emerged for the overall pattern of variation. We 
performed some sub-analyses that looked at the purposes of particular constructions in the mathematical register 
using only frequencies rather than context. Since we did not use this method to compare across registers, we did not 
use frequencies per million words. Finally, we compared the frequencies of various is uses across our samples of the 
two registers to infer what students might find strange or difficult in learning the mathematical register. This relies 
on an implicit aspect of linguistic competence that Halliday (1985) articulated as follows: “A speaker of a language 
has a fairly clear idea of the probabilities attached to stored items; he ‘knows’ (in other words it is a property of the 
system) how likely a particular word or group or phrase is to occur, both in the language as a whole and in any given 
register of the language” (p. xxii). We find it reasonable to apply this assumption to English-speaking students’ 
knowledge of written text in English. We do not apply this assumption to students’ knowledge of the particular 
genre of the mathematics register represented by undergraduate mathematics textbooks.  
2.2 Analytic strategy 
The rationale for our analytic strategy was the belief that the comparison of is in day-to-day language and 
pedagogical mathematical language would lead to insights about the kinds of mathematical statements likely to be 
difficult for students to interpret appropriately. Motivated by our examples of ambiguity described in the 
introduction we sought to recognize when grammar did and did not express differences in intended meaning. We 
relied on automatic tagging software to identify grammatically available cues and on our understanding of the 
meaning of each sentence (as experienced readers) to represent the role of semantic knowledge.  
Our grammatical coding used the TagAnt software package (Anthony 2015) to identify parts of speech in a 
corpus. The coding involved us reading to determine the subject and object of each of the 500 is statements. This 
was necessary because the syntax of English allows many configurations of the subject and object relative to is (e.g., 
“Is the bear a grizzly?”). While both the subject and object often constituted phrases, we identified one 
representative word as the object of is and then categorized each statement by the part of speech TagAnt assigned to 
the object word. The object words were coded as noun, adjective, verb in gerund or infinitive form, verb in past 
participle form, or preposition. Thus, we had five sentence constructions, which we refer to as the grammatical 
category: 1) [subject] is [noun]; 2) [subject] is [adjective]; 3) [subject] is [gerund/infinitive verb]; 4) [subject] is 
[past participle verb]; and 5) [subject] is [preposition]. 
The semantic coding involved analyzing the sentences within each grammatical category to determine the 
relation conveyed in each is sentence, which we shall call the semantic subcategory1. As suggested by our examples 
presented above, we initially coded the sample statements as expressing symmetric relations (if and only if), 
asymmetric relations (if, then), or existential relations (there is). However, it became clear that we needed to 
distinguish an additional category of verb phrases [in grammatical categories 3 and 4 from above] such as “is 
graphed” or “is rolling” since is operated as part of the conjugation of another verb rather than as a linking verb. 
Doing so led to the realization that there was great variation among such structures.   
One of the most problematic issues with semantic coding related to the role of verbs in past participle form. For 
example, in mathematics we use phrases like “is graphed” or “is connected” that consist of is followed by a past 
participle verb. However, “is graphed” is a verb phrase expressing the result of past action and “is connected” is a 
property attribution where connected acts as an adjective. Because mathematicians are careful to define terms like 
connected, this distinction can be made with some certainty in mathematical text. Such ambiguities grammatically 
disappear by positioning adjectives before nouns, such as “a connected graph,” but the “[noun] is [past participle]” 
construction is quite common and thus worthy of study. The grammatical ambiguity reflects the grammatical 
metaphor inherent in terms such as “connected” where a verb (to connect) is used to describe a quality (connected).  
In the Brown/LOB corpora, we found categorizing statements like “Mrs. Lavaughn Huntley is accused of 
driving the getaway car used in a robbery of the Woodyard Bros. Grocery” more challenging. In this case, accused 
could be an adjective describing Mrs. Huntley or a verb phrase describing ongoing action. We identified no clear 
criterion for semantic classification, and erred on the side of coding such cases as verb phrases. We did so for two 
reasons. First, we relied on the tagging software to recognize when certain verb forms have become adjectives in 
standard English (e.g., interesting). When the tagging software did not code such words as adjectives, we inferred 
that the verb form was accessible in Standard English. Second, we noted that adjectives that are forms of verbs 
generally convey an ongoing or completed action (“the sleeping bear”), which is a form of grammatical metaphor 
since an action is conveyed as a quality. This suggests a certain asymmetry between the ways the adjective form 
“points to” some underlying verb while the verb need not be understood to entail some quality. We thus defaulted to 
coding such cases as the congruent verb form rather than the metaphorical adjective form.  
In what follows, we present findings about each grammatical category and its semantic subcategories. We 
attend to two types of variation. Semantic variation refers to the variety of semantic relations conveyed within a 
grammatical category. Register variation refers to differences between the frequencies of each (sub-)category in the 
two corpus samples. We were especially interested in is constructions in which students would have to use semantic 
cues to infer the logical relations conveyed in the statement because the grammatical cues are ambiguous. 
Grammatical cues are more likely to be insufficient if there are: i) a variety of possible semantic subcategories 
(semantic variation); and ii) the frequencies of these subcategories differ between registers (register variation).  
                                                
1 We somewhat alternate between calling these logical relations and semantic relations. These terms are by no 
means synonymous. We identify them here because, from a mathematical standpoint, conditional or biconditional 
relations are parts of logic, but, from a reading standpoint, students may have to use semantic understanding to infer 
the logical relation.  
3 Results 
3.1 [Subject] is [noun] 
In this and the following sections we present our analysis of the statements coded in each grammatical category 
along with the frequency of each category in our sample. We begin our discussion with example is statements taken 
from the corpora presented in Table 1.   
Table 1: Example statements in the “[subject] is [noun]” category.  
Corpus Example Subject Object noun Semantic 
subcategory 
Math 1 “[A] is the standard basis for [B].” [A] basis Symmetric 
Math 2 “A rational number is a fraction built out of integers.” number fraction Symmetric 
Math 3 “This map is an isomorphism because it has an inverse.” map isomorphism Asymmetric 
B/LOB 4 “a distinction must, however, be drawn between that which 
is traditional and enduring and that which is the result of 
current political necessity.” 
that result Asymmetric 
Math 5 “Show that there is one dimensionless product.” there product Existential 
B/LOB 6 “And there is enough truth in that to set you thinking.” there truth Existential 
 
We identified three semantic subcategories of statements of the form “[subject] is [noun]” that correspond closely to 
the logical relations we used during initial coding: symmetric relation (Examples 1-2), asymmetric relation 
(Examples 3-4), and existential statements (Example 5-6).  
3.1.1 Symmetric relation 
When is conveys a symmetric relation, it indicates “is the same as.” Table 1 presents two cases of the 
symmetric relations because there are subtle differences between them. In Example 1, the subject and object noun 
phrase both refer to the same mathematical object, so the two are being identified as the same (co-referent). Here 
both are understood as singular, though the presence of variables may mean the entire claim should be understood as 
implicitly quantified. The article the before the object noun provides an explicit cue that is conveys a symmetric 
relation. This was common among our sample of statements in the symmetric relation subcategory, as displayed in 
Table 2. Example 2 portrays how statements conveying symmetric relations can nevertheless use a or an before the 
object word. Because the object phrase “a fraction built out of integers” can be taken to define the subject “rational 
number,” the relation is symmetric.  
Table 2. Article choice within the symmetric and asymmetric relation subcategories.  
Corpus Math B/LOB  Math B/LOB 
Total symmetric statements 
with articles (SYM) 
31 19 Total asymmetric statements 
with articles (ASM) 
59 32 
- SYM with a/an before object  2 (7%) 2 (11%) - ASM with a/an before object 53 (90%) 25 (78%) 
- SYM with the before object  27 (87%) 17 (89%) - ASM with the before object 0 (0%) 3 (3%) 
3.1.2 Asymmetric relation 
When is conveys an asymmetric relation, it signifies “is one of” or “is an element of the set of.” Example 3 is a 
prototypical example of this form because the object noun is preceded by a or an (see Table 1), which cues that the 
subject noun is an example of the class specified by the object noun (and not the class itself). Example 4 portrays 
how statements in this subcategory can still use the article the before the object word. Example 4 uses is to say that 
“that” is an example of a “result of political necessity” meaning is conveys an asymmetric relation. Thus, the object 
noun’s article usually provides a grammatical cue for whether is conveys a symmetric or asymmetric relation, but 
there are both symmetric and asymmetric constructions that use the articles typical of the other relation.  
 
3.1.3 Existential relation 
Though the underlying notions of existence may differ between day-to-day and mathematical contexts, we did 
not observe semantic ambiguity in statements of this form in either corpus. The phrase “there is” seems to clearly 
distinguish statements in this subcategory. However, we observed an interesting trend in the register variation of this 
semantic subcategory, as presented in the next subsection.  
 
3.1.4 Frequencies of this grammatical category and semantic subcategories 
Figure 1 presents the frequencies of “[subject] is [noun]” statements in our samples from the two registers and 
the relative frequency of each subcategory. This grammatical category was much more common in our sample of 
mathematical statements, which may reflect mathematicians’ tendency to use nominalizations for concepts or 
processes (Morgan 1996). There was a significant difference in the balance of subcategories found in each corpus 
(Fisher’s exact test, p = .001):  
• symmetric relations occurred with about equal frequencies  
• mathematics text conveyed asymmetric relations more often, and  
• day-to-day text conveyed existence relations more often.  
The latter fact appears surprising, since existential claims are by no means scarce in mathematics text. We expect 
this difference occurred because mathematicians more often use the phrase “there exists” or the symbol ∃ (instead of 
“there is”) to convey existential relations. 
 
Figure 1: Frequencies of noun object words and subcategories thereof.  
3.1.5 Quantification in “A [Subject] is a [noun]” constructions 
Our investigation of is statements was motivated by and began with the grammatical construction where is links 
two nouns each with articles a or an (see the example statements about squares). In this section, we explore further 
ambiguities that arise in this construction, particularly as they pertain to quantification and generalization. We 
provide a few more examples from the mathematical corpus for discussion in Table 3 
Table 3: More examples in the “[subject] is [noun]” category.   
Corpus Example Subject Object 
noun 
Semantic 
subcategory 
Math 7 “If [A] is a type 1 integer and [B] is a type 2 integer, 
then [C] is a type 2 integer.” 
[A] integer Asymmetric 
Math 8 “It can be shown that the best strategy is to pass over 
the first [A] candidates where [B] is the smallest integer 
for which [C].” 
[B] integer Symmetric 
Math 9 “If [A] is a complete binary tree of height [B], then…” [A] tree Asymmetric 
Math 10 “If [A], we say that [B] is a compact subset of [C] if, 
regarded as a subspace of [D], it is a compact metric 
space.” 
[B] subset Symmetric 
 
In most all cases the nouns on either side of is are singular with singular articles (the, a, an). However, these 
singulars are understood to represent entire classes through arbitrary selection (Durand-Guerrier 2008). We observe 
that this implicit generalization introduces ambiguity into statements of this grammatical form.  
Example 1 seems to identify two singular objects. The subject of the sentence is the same as “the standard 
basis” for some other object. Despite the singularity, if this sentence is introducing a general notation for standard 
bases it means to convey a universal relationship. Without recognizing whether [A] represents a generic placeholder 
or a singular mathematical object, one cannot discern what relation is conveys. We observed a similar pattern in 
conditional claims, like in Example 7, inasmuch as one cannot determine from the sentence alone whether this is the 
assertion of a general theorem or an application of that theorem to a particular case. If in Example 7 stands either for 
“in every case that” or “because it is the case that.” In constructions like these, deciding whether the variable or 
name given to an object has appeared before or not (i.e. is already bound, Epp 2009) provides a subtle cue for the 
statement’s intent. Furthermore, Example 8 shows how mathematicians sometimes compress the process of binding 
and use of a variable by referring to a quantity immediately before defining it in an appended clause. 
Example 2 quite clearly means to convey a universal (defining) relationship, despite the singular article on both 
sides of is. The key point is that prior knowledge of the mathematical concepts is essential to properly interpret these 
statements. In contrast, the grammatical cues in Example 3 convey more accurately that is relates a particular object 
(“this map”) to a general class (“an isomorphism”).  
Our examples reveal other common grammatical cues that mathematicians use to convey the implicit generality 
behind nouns and noun phrases with singular articles. For instance, the word if at the beginning of Example 9 
conveys universal quantification of the subject of the is claim2. Example 10 presents an odd case where if is used in 
                                                
2 Indeed, one of our philosopher colleagues argued that such claims are not conditionals, but rather universals (L. 
Clapp, personal communication December, 2016; c.f. Durand-Guerrier 1996). 
two slightly different ways in the same definition. The first if calls out an arbitrary metric space (a context 
assumption) while the second presents the defining condition for being a compact subset. The presence of the phrase 
“we say that” cues that Example 10 is defining compact subset, meaning is conveys a symmetric relation.  
What we gather from these examples is that the “[subject] is [noun]” grammatical structure often entails 
semantic ambiguity that is only partially resolved by other grammatical cues (articles and conjunctions). This often 
stems from the mathematical habit of stating generalizations in terms of arbitrary particulars. This construction is not 
unique to mathematics (e.g., “The redeemed soul is a debtor to mercy alone,” Brown/LOB), but our sample suggests 
it is more common in mathematics. This means students will likely need guidance to construct the proper 
interpretation of such common constructions in the mathematical register.  
3.2 [Subject] is [adjective] 
This grammatical category displayed little semantic variation or register variation. This construction occurred 
about as frequently in our samples of day-to-day (70 examples, 28%) and mathematical (79 examples, 31.6%) is 
statements and we identified no distinct semantic subcategories (there was no significant register variation, Fisher’s 
Exact Test, p = .434). The linking verb is always conveyed that the subject noun has the property specified by the 
object adjective – an asymmetric relationship. We note that some adjectives, such as interesting, fascinating, and 
terrifying, are identical to gerund form verbs, but the tagging software (appropriately) classified them as adjectives. 
These particular grammatical metaphors of things (interest) or effects (fascinate or terrify) conveyed as qualities 
seem thoroughly embedded in the day-to-day and mathematical registers.  
3.3 [Subject] is [gerund/infinitive verb]  
This grammatical category did not occur very often in our sample from either of the corpora (see Figure 2), but 
we feature it because it included broader register variation. That is to say, the two corpora significantly differed in 
the balance of examples from each subcategory shown in Figure 2 (Fisher’s exact test, p = .004). Essentially, these 
subcategories reduce this overall category to either one of the two previous categories ([subject] is [noun] or 
[subject] is [adjective]) or to being part of a verb phrase (i.e., not linking phrases) and, hence, not expressing a 
logical relation in the mathematical sense. 
Table 4: Example statements in the “[subject] is [gerund/infinitive verb]” category.   
Corpus Example Subject Gerund/ 
Infinitive verb 
Semantic 
subcategory 
Math 11 “is being multiplied by a quantity that is growing 
without bound.” 
quantity growing Verb phrase 
B/LOB 12 “That tub is going to explode all at once.” tub to explode Verb phrase 
B/LOB 13 “And there is no resting on their laurels.” there resting Noun - 
existential 
B/LOB 14 “The common way of using one is to point it at the 
subject and take a reading.” 
way to point Noun - 
symmetric 
Math 15 “The graph of [A] is concave up on [B] if [C] is 
increasing.” 
[A] increasing Adjective 
In our sample, the verbs in gerund and infinitive form acted as parts of verb phrases (Examples 11-12), nouns 
(Examples 13-14), and, in one statement in the sample, as an adjective (Example 15). In the first subcategory, the 
statements conveyed action (either literal or figurative). This subcategory generally entailed no grammatical 
metaphor. In the second, the verbs acted as noun phrases that could then entail any of the relations listed in the 
section above on “[noun] is [noun]” constructions. For instance, Example 13 expresses non-existence of the 
idiomatic “resting on their laurels” and Example 14 conveys a symmetric relation identifying the complex nominal 
phrases on either side of is.  
 
Figure 2: Frequencies of gerund/infinitive verb object words and subcategories thereof. 
 
Example 15 constitutes the one instance from our sample where a word that the software tagged as a gerund or 
infinitive verb actually acted as an adjective. We were initially struck by the realization that students might hear “the 
function is increasing” as a verb phrase describing ongoing action. Our mathematical training leads us to quickly 
recognize increasing as an adjective such that we have to consciously try to “hear” the phrase the other way. 
However, this grammatical issue may help explain some students’ difficulty with the formal meaning of increasing 
and decreasing in calculus and analysis (Alcock & Simpson 2017), such as thinking that the sine function is both 
increasing and decreasing.  
We conducted some alternative corpus analyses to discern whether this issue with increasing was truly unique 
or whether it was merely a product of our sampling and coding. Because we relied on the tagging software for our 
grammatical categories, there are two ways we might have artificially identified increasing as somewhat unique 
when it is really part of a broader phenomenon: we missed other mathematical adjectives tagged as gerunds or the 
software appropriately categorized other gerunds as adjectives. We conducted further analysis to assess each 
possibility. First, we conducted cluster searches, which sort all instances of a given construction in the corpora by 
frequency. We searched for all instances of is followed by a gerund form verb in the entire mathematics corpus.3 We 
found that the two most common clusters were “is increasing” (N = 109) and “is decreasing” (N = 59). These two 
clusters accounted for 29.2% of all instances of this form; the next most common cluster only occurred 26 times. We 
                                                
3 Note that this search differs from our previous analysis because it only considers the word directly to the right of is 
rather than the object word we coded in our random samples. This search then would not capture instances like “is 
strictly increasing” since the gerund is not directly after is. 
identified no other clusters where the gerund form word was a mathematical adjective, except 14 other instances of 
variants on monotonicity such as non-decreasing. Next, we searched for clusters in the mathematical corpus of is 
followed by words ending in “ing” that were tagged as adjectives. This construction only appeared 52 times, 32 of 
which were “is interesting.” None of these instances were mathematically defined adjectives, except for single cases 
of non-decreasing and non-increasing that the software tagged as adjectives. When we searched for all words tagged 
as adjectives ending in “ing” in the mathematical corpus (independent of the presence of is), we found other 
mathematical terms such as spanning and alternating, but little evidence that there were many other mathematical 
adjectives in gerund form. We should note that there are gerund form adjectives in day-to-day English that the 
software reliably tagged as adjectives such as interesting, fascinating, and terrifying. Thus interesting is an instance 
of register variation not because there are no gerund form adjectives in day-to-day English, but because increasing 
does not typically act as an adjective in that register. 
These analyses suggest that students may naturally interpret phrases such as “the function is increasing” as verb 
phrases describing ongoing action, based on their implicit knowledge of grammatical frequencies. As mentioned 
above, the ambiguity could be resolved through grammatical rearrangement, such as “an increasing function,” which 
would cue that increasing is an adjective. We may compare this to the day-to-day examples “the bear is sleeping” or 
“the sleeping bear.” We observe that this grammatical rearrangement depends upon a grammatical metaphor since 
the adjective sleeping clearly conveys an action as a quality. By analogy, using the adjective construction “an 
increasing function” would not preclude students interpreting this as a grammatical metaphor and treating increasing 
as an ongoing behavior of the function rather than a static and universal property it displays.  
3.4 [Subject] is [past participle verb] 
This construction occurred much more often in our sample from the Brown/LOB corpora than in the 
Mathematical corpus, and with significant register variation in the subcategories (Fisher’s exact test, p = .045). 
Some examples of this construction appear in Table 5. 
Table 5: Examples statements in the “[subject] is [past participle verb]” category.  
Corpus Example Subject Past participle 
verb 
Semantic 
subcategory 
Math 16 “It turns out (see Appendix B) that the direction of [A] is 
given by the right-hand rule.” 
direction given Verb phrase 
B/LOB 17 “No other popular idol is accorded even that much 
grace.” 
idol accorded Verb phrase 
Math 18 “Suppose [A] is connected (so also nonempty).” [A] connected Adjective 
B/LOB 19 “The surface of the apparatus in contact with the test 
specimen is uncluttered and polished so as to be as 
friction-free as possible.” 
surface uncluttered Adjective 
We identified two subcategories within this grammatical form, which correspond to when the past participle was 
combined with is as part of a verb phrase (Examples 16-17) and when the past participle acts as an adjective 
(Examples 18-19). Again, this second subcategory acts like those in the “[subject] is [adjective]” grammatical 
category. Figure 3 presents the relative frequencies of this grammatical category and the subcategories in the 
corpora.  
 
Figure 3: Frequencies of past participle verb object words and subcategories thereof. 
We coded almost all occurrences of past participles in our Brown/LOB’s sample as parts of verb phrases. In 
some instances we could push ourselves to read them either way as in the case of the phrase “Mrs. Lavaughn 
Huntley is accused…” discussed previously. However, many of the instances unambiguously described ongoing or 
completed action such as “is accorded” in Example 17. The majority of “is [past participle]” constructions in the 
mathematics textbooks were verb phrases. Example 18 provides a case of a mathematical adjective in past participle 
form. As with the gerund increasing, students could easily read/hear these adjective attributions as verb phrases 
describing ongoing action. Unlike gerunds, we found an array of adjectives in past participle form (e.g., bounded, 
connected). Example 19 provides the only day-to-day English example where we have some contextual certainty 
that the word tagged as a past participle (polished) acts as an adjective because it is parallel to a word tagged as an 
adjective (uncluttered), both describing the current state of the surface.  
We were interested to know what kinds of verb phrases occurred in mathematics textbooks because 
mathematicians often elide dynamic language by referring to static relations or properties (Schleppegrell 2007). To 
discern this, we conducted cluster analyses similar to those reported by Herbel-Eisenmann et al. (2010). We only 
searched for two word units rather than three to four word units as they did. We analyzed the top 25 clusters of is 
followed by words tagged as past participles in the mathematical corpus. Comparing these clusters revealed that the 
verb phrases generally served a few key purposes. We only considered 25 clusters (of the 444 total clusters) because 
they together represented 59.1% of all instances of is followed by a past participle. The percentages given below are 
relative to the instances of these 25 clusters, so they sum to 100% of that subsample.  
• Naming or defining: “is called,” “is defined,” “is given [by],” “is said,” “is known [as],” “is denoted,” “is 
represented” – 58.1%  
• Mathematical exposition: “is used,” “is shown,” “is related,” “is determined,” “is done,” “is chosen,” “is 
obtained,” “is drawn,” “is illustrated,” “[a coin] is tossed” – 20.4%  
• Property attribution: “is bounded,” “is closed,” “is connected,” – 14.4%  
• Relations or operations: “is contained,” “is divided,” “is satisfied” – 4.6% 
• Exercises: “is left [to the reader]” – 2.5% 
This sample shows how the bulk of is [past participle] verb phrases in mathematics text relate to the practices of 
defining, naming, representing, describing, relating and calculating in mathematics. As with gerunds, this cluster 
sampling method naturally missed “is [past participle]” constructions where those two words were not adjacent and 
in this order and it missed past participle words tagged as adjectives. We thus searched for words coded as 
adjectives that ended in “ed” (the regular form of past participles) and found a broader array of mathematical words 
of this form that the tagging software classified as adjectives. These included closed, connected, undirected, vector 
valued, weighted, and unbounded. We thus find further evidence that, depending upon use, the grammatical 
metaphors inherent in mathematical adjectives in past participle form creates a grammatical ambiguity that students 
may have trouble parsing.  
3.5 [Subject] is [preposition] 
This relatively infrequent grammatical category showed clear register variation (Fisher’s exact test, p = .001). 
Table 6 presents a few example statements in this grammatical category. 
Table 6: Example statements in the “[subject] is [preposition]” category.  
Corpus Example Subject Preposition Semantic 
subcategory 
Math 20 “Every element of [A] is in the set [B] by reflexivity” [A] in (the set) Element of 
B/LOB 21 “In a brighter nautical vein is Ille de France blue.” blue in (a vein) Conceptual 
organization 
B/LOB 22 “I believe that its primary contribution is in the realm 
of future policy.” 
contribution in (the 
realm) 
Conceptual 
organization 
 
In was the most common preposition object word our sample (Figure 4). In mathematical text, in usually conveyed 
an “element of” relation (Example 20). In day-to-day text it conveyed more abstract relations (Examples 21-22). In 
our sample, this represents one of the clearest instances where a grammatical construction encodes a particular 
logical relation in the mathematical register that is nearly absent from the day-to-day register. Mathematicians’ close 
association of a property with the set of objects displaying that property (Dawkins 2017) affords this construction of 
being “in” a class. We anticipate that the use of such constructions in day-to-day speech vary more widely by 
context (a person is in the middle class, but a spoon is not in the spoon class or in the cutlery class).  
 
Figure 4: Frequencies of preposition object words and subcategories thereof. 
4 Discussion 
The goal of our grammatical analysis was to 1) identify is constructions that may convey distinct logical 
relations (semantic variation) and 2) identify differences between is usage in written day-to-day text and 
instructional mathematical text (register variation). Regarding semantic variation, we found that “[subject] is 
[noun]” and the two “[subject] is [verb form]” constructions entailed the most variation in the semantic 
subcategories. We shall discuss these hereafter because the patterns of semantic variation generally overlapped with 
patterns of register variation. The “[subject] is [adjective]” and “[subject] is [preposition]” constructions displayed 
less ambiguity within each register as to the relation conveyed.  
Regarding register variation, we observe three main findings. First, mathematics text uses “[subject] is [noun]” 
constructions to convey “one of” relations much more often. Veel (1999) classified these as hierarchical relations, 
which may be explained in terms of the mathematical practices of using particular representatives to stand for entire 
classes (universal generalization, Durand-Guerrier 2008) and classifying objects according to their membership in 
general classes (e.g., exhibiting group structure). Second, mathematics text uses “[subject] is [gerund/infinitive]” 
and “[subject] is [past participle]” constructions less often than the day-to-day register and the verb forms in such 
constructions more often operate semantically as adjectives. This is an example of grammatical metaphor by which a 
quality is expressed using a verb term, inviting confusion if students’ meanings constructed for the statement entail 
ongoing action. Third, the construction “[subject] is in” was usually used in the mathematics register to convey an 
“element of” relation and never used as such in our sample of statements in the day-to-day register.  
In addition, we should note that our analysis compared frequencies of each grammatical category and semantic 
subcategory within a sample of 250 is statements. This reflects how often is conveys a particular relation, but it does 
not capture how often students encounter is statements in each register. Recall that comparing reports from previous 
studies revealed that is appears in mathematics text about 2.5 times more often than in day-to-day text. This means 
that to compare how frequently a student might expect to encounter any type of is statement in a particular register, 
we should scale all of the frequencies for mathematics by 2.5 as compared to the day-to-day register frequencies. In 
this case, every grammatical category of is statement appears more frequently in the mathematical register than it 
does in the everyday register (though not every semantic subcategory does so). This is at least partially explained by 
the general prevalence of relational clauses in mathematics text (Veel 1999; O’Halloran 2005).  
We want to clarify two points that guide our interpretations of these findings, both drawn from SFL’s framing 
of language and linguistic competence. First, we do not mean to demonize semantic ambiguity in mathematical 
discourse. As Schleppegrell (2004) explained: 
Inferencing on the basis of background assumptions plays a central role in the interpretation of all texts. 
Highly complex and abstract background assumptions which are not spelled out are often necessary for the 
interpretation of written language, especially in school contexts. (p. 11) 
We view ambiguity in discourse as inevitable, despite mathematicians’ pursuit of precision and explicitness. Indeed, 
some would argue that ambiguity is important in mathematics language as a tool for students’ construction of 
meaning (Barwell 2005; Schleppegrell 2004). Second, the constructions and choices that characterize a register 
reflect the meanings and practices the register is used to effect. Linguistic constructions in the mathematics register 
are necessary to convey the kinds of meanings native to mathematical practice. Indeed, we find that we can explain 
all three patterns of register variation in terms of mathematical practices, as demonstrated in the next section.  
4.1 Linguistic implications: Register variation reflects mathematical practices 
The first pattern of register variation – “one of” relations occur more frequently in the mathematical register – 
can be explained in terms of the following mathematical practice: 
Practice 1: Mathematicians frequently study objects in terms of their membership in property-based categories and 
they relate properties in hierarchical systems.  
Objects are located in a class using “one of” relations (“2 is a prime number”) and classes are related using generic 
particulars (“a square is a rectangle”). As with the second set of examples in Table 3, mathematics text frequently 
assumes quantification in such “one of” constructions such that the statement intends to say that one category is a 
subset of another (Hub & Dawkins 2018). This quantification is frequently accomplished through the use of if, then 
constructions (“if a quadrilateral is a square, then it is a rectangle.”) as displayed in the latter set of examples. 
Mathematics particularly affords this close link between examples and categories because categories in mathematics 
are generally property-based (e.g., Alcock & Simpson 2002; Edwards & Ward 2008). This means that all 
mathematical definitions are stipulated (Edwards & Ward 2008) such that the defining property is necessary and 
sufficient for category membership. Day-to-day definitions work differently because definitions may vary in their 
relative compatibility with the set of exemplars and the meaning of words changes with use.  
This frequent use of “one of” relations with property-based categories is key to common proof techniques. It is 
a trope of mathematics text to select an arbitrary but fixed member of a class, perform some manipulations of that 
exemplar (e.g., completing the square) or construct a proof about that exemplar, and then infer that the results apply 
to any member of the class. Mathematicians have thus developed highly sophisticated tools for establishing general 
claims while discussing (generic) particular objects. It is not our purpose to explore this pattern here, but we merely 
note that it is an essential mathematical practice that helps explain why “one of” relations are much more prevalent 
in the mathematical register.  
The second pattern of register variation – the mathematics register uses “[subject] is [verb]” constructions less 
often than the day-to-day register, though more frequently as adjective attribution – relates to the following 
mathematical practices:  
Practice 2: Mathematicians often reify mathematical objects’ behavior under operations as a static property of that 
object (propertizing).  
Practice 3: Mathematicians try to precisely embed meaning in statements by removing ambiguity from mathematical 
language.  
Practice 4: Mathematicians frequently anticipate forming the set of all objects with a given property (Dawkins 
2017).  
We will illustrate how these practices work in tandem using the key example from our data of a day-to-day verb that 
mathematicians have turned into an adjective: increasing. It is assumed in the study of functions that we imagine the 
input quantity increasing. This introduces motion into common thinking about functions that mathematical practices 
modify in several ways. First, the fictive activity of the input and output quantities is transformed into a static 
property “∀𝑥, 𝑦 in the domain with 𝑥 < 𝑦, 𝑓 𝑥 ≤ 𝑓(𝑦)” (Practice 2). Thus the action (verb) becomes a quality of a 
function (adjective). Next, the scope of the property must be precise (Practice 3) and the requirement that the 
property include the whole domain excludes examples such as 𝑓 𝜃 = sin (𝜃) or 𝑓 𝜃 = tan (𝜃). To afford 
examples that increase without being increasing, the property is modified to the more specific increasing on the 
interval !! , !! . Finally, once the global property is established, mathematicians can call into existence the set of all 
increasing functions (Practice 4). Practice 4 is, in a way, the converse of Practice 1. Practice 1 moves from examples 
to property-based categories and Practice 4 goes from properties to the set of all exemplars with the property.  
Linguistics researchers have noted other corollaries of Practice 3. Schleppegrell (2004) and O’Halloran (2005), 
among others, reported that the mathematics register frequently uses grammatical metaphor in the form of complex 
nominal groups (e.g., “the slope of the tangent to the graph of the function at the point (𝑎, 𝑓(𝑎)”). Schleppegrell 
(2004) explained how this allows complex chains of inference and exposition since complex processes can become 
the subject of clauses. Mathematicians’ tendency to construct such complex nominalizations is also related to 
property-based defining practices (Practice 1). Previous studies have not documented how the mathematical register 
uses verb forms as adjectives, though we think this trend can be explained using the same mathematical practices 
that explain Schleppegrell’s (2007) and O’Halloran’s (2005) observations.  
Finally, our third pattern of register variation – using is in to convey set membership – can be explained using 
Practices 1 and 4. One can attribute a quality by saying something is in a class. Thus, all three of our main findings 
about register variation can be linked to mathematical practices that explain why mathematicians’ linguistic choices 
are propitious for making the kinds of meanings that are essential for doing mathematics. We turn now to explore 
the instructional implications of our findings and explanations thereof.  
4.2 Instructional implications: How mathematical practices should guide mathematical language use 
In the previous section we explained how mathematical practices help explain choices consistently made within 
the mathematical register. Our point is not that our explanations account for every instance of a linguistic pattern in 
our data, but rather that our understanding of the practices of mathematics help us to make sense of mathematicians’ 
linguistic choices. We conceptualize such understanding in relation to the textual metafunction described by SFL. 
We use our knowledge of mathematical practice to help construct meaning from the text in terms of what kind of 
text is being constructed and the kinds of meanings that should be construed about the content. Extrapolating this 
insight to students’ reading, we suggest that understanding of mathematical practices can contribute to the ability to 
construct appropriate meanings for a mathematical text. This provides an alternative conceptualization than the 
notions of ambiguity that we have discussed up to this point. Ambiguity in a text corresponds to choices in meaning 
making that lack textual cues to guide the reader’s choices. As mentioned above, this aspect of language cannot be 
avoided, only supplemented using knowledge of the practices that guide choices the author made. A focus on 
mathematical practice should help guide students’ interpretive choice in the absence of textual cues.  
To demonstrate how ambiguity can provide expressive power in mathematical text, consider the ways that 
equations shift in meaning in the course of solving many problems. We may in one stage produce an equality to 
relate two changing quantities, such as “𝑓(𝑥) = 3𝑥! − 2𝑥 + 5.” In the next stage, we may find the zero of the 
function using the equation “0 = 3𝑥! − 2𝑥 + 5.” There is a fundamental shift in the meaning of the equal sign in 
the two equations since we have passed from expressing an infinite class of pairs, 𝑥, 𝑓 𝑥 , in some relation to a 
single member of that class, 𝑥, 0 .  In so doing, 𝑥 has passed from being a variable to an unknown. The notation 
does not encode either of these shifts, which is the power of the notation to amphibiously convey relationships at 
different levels of variability (i.e., quantification). The reader’s understanding of the relevant practices around 
equation-use supplement the process of making meaning of such equations in the absence of explicit notational cues.  
This closely mirrors one of two important points Schleppegrell (2004) made about instruction helping students 
develop academic language competencies. First, academic language choices are tied to the meanings that language 
needs to construe for disciplinary practice. Thus, we conceive that the following will develop interdependently: 1) 
student knowledge of mathematical practices that motivate 2) features of the mathematical register that express 
those meanings. Ultimately empirical study will need to further investigate how students develop linguistic 
competence in tandem with participation in mathematical practices. Second, intentionally providing students with 
support in developing competencies within the mathematical register has equity implications.  
“Because certain ways of using language are powerful in what they can accomplish and provide access to, 
all students need to be given the opportunity to learn to recognize the power of language and have the 
choice of adopting powerful forms… Children are disadvantaged if they are not provided with access to the 
modes of discourse that give them choices in today’s society. If schools are to promote a more equitable 
society, they need to give access to those privileged modes” (Schleppegrell 2004, p. 41).  
There is thus a tension between acknowledging on the one hand that the sophistication of mathematical language can 
keep students from making appropriate mathematical meaning while on the other the complexity of mathematical 
language is necessary to construe the meanings native to mathematics and thus should not be avoided. Our goal, 
echoing Schleppegrell, is to provide students with equitable access to the mathematical mode of discourse.  
The primary implications we thus observe from our findings are that instruction in mathematics must 
continually draw students’ attention to the practices of mathematics for which mathematical language is constructed 
to help realize. In particular, we note that quantification, generalization, definition, construction of property-based 
inferences, and classification by set/element relations or subset/superset relations were nearly ubiquitous parts of 
making sense of undergraduate mathematical text. By engaging students in such practices, they should be able to 
experience the need for mathematical language and to appreciate its power in formulating and expressing 
mathematical relationships. We accordingly argue that instruction needs to continually help novice learners 
coordinate examples, properties, and sets. Dawkins (2017) reported that college students who associate 
mathematical properties with sets of objects (rather than merely examples) were able to read mathematical 
statements in more productive ways, similar to how mathematicians read them. Promoting such habits of reading 
and sense-making (what Dawkins 2017 called reasoning with predicates) could be a useful tool for giving novice 
readers access to the linguistic devices that make the mathematical register so sophisticated and powerful.   
4.3 Limitations 
We acknowledge some limitations in our findings. First, we do not assume that our findings could be 
generalized to languages other than English. In particular, our analysis made extensive use of articles and some 
languages (e.g., Japanese) lack articles (Shinno et al. 2018). Second, we only sampled from undergraduate textbooks 
to represent a particular genre within the mathematics register. We expect that other genres such as classroom 
dialogue, instructor lecture, reform textbooks, or traditional K-12 textbooks might show different frequencies of is 
use. To the extent that our findings express aspects of mathematical practice, we might expect similar patterns of 
register variation, but this constitutes an empirical question. From our perspective, we would expect written text to 
be the most highly structured genre in the mathematics register, which would suggest that the amount of semantic 
ambiguity we observed in our sample represents a low estimate. However, in the same way that our analysis did not 
attend to the multi-modal tools for expression available in the textbook (c.f. O’Halloran 2005), interpersonal 
dialogue entails a range of other means of meaning making beyond grammatical structure.  
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6. Appendix: Sample statements with mathematical symbols reintroduced 
Example 1: 𝑒! is the standard basis for ℜ! 
Example 7: If 𝑎 is a type 1 integer and 𝑏 is a type 2 integer, then 𝑎 ∙ 𝑏 is a type 2 integer. 
Example 8: It can be shown that the best strategy is to pass over the first 𝑘 − 1 candidates where 𝑘 is the smallest 
integer for which !! + !!!! +⋯+ !!!! ≤ 1.  
Example 9: If 𝑇 is a complete binary tree of height ℎ, then 𝑇 has 2!!! − 1 vertices.  
Example 10: If 𝐴 ⊆ 𝑀, we say that 𝐴 is a compact subset of 𝑀 if, regarded as a subspace of 𝑀, it is a compact 
metric space.  
Example 15: The graph of 𝑓 is concave up on 𝐼 if 𝑓′ is increasing.  
Example 16: It turns out (see Appendix B) that the direction of 𝐯×𝐰 is given by the right-hand rule  
Example 18: Suppose 𝑆 is connected (so also nonempty).  
Example 20: Every element of 𝑥 is in the set 𝐶! by reflexivity 
